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Abstract Prior research shows that representational competencies that enable students to use

graphical representations to reason and solve tasks is key to learning in many science,

technology, engineering, and mathematics domains. We focus on two types of representa-

tional competencies: (1) sense making of connections by verbally explaining how different

representationsmap to one another, and (2) perceptual fluency that allows students to fast and

effortlessly use perceptual features to make connections among representations. Because

these different competencies are acquired via different types of learning processes, they

require different types of instructional support: sense-making activities and fluency-building

activities. In a prior experiment, we showed benefits for combining sense-making activities

and fluency-building activities. In the current work, we test how to combine these two forms

of instructional support, specifically, whether students should first work on sense-making

activities or on fluency-building activities. This comparison allows us to investigate whether

sense-making competencies enhance students’ acquisition of perceptual fluency (sense-

making-first hypothesis) or whether perceptual fluency enhances students’ acquisition of

sense-making competencies (fluency-first hypothesis). We conducted a lab experiment with

74 students from grades 3–5 working with an intelligent tutoring system for fractions. We

assessed learning processes and learning outcomes related to representational competencies

and domain knowledge. Overall, our results support the sense-making-first hypothesis, but

not the fluency-first hypothesis.
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Instructional materials in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)

domains use graphical representations (GRs) to illustrate complex concepts. Typically,

instruction uses multiple GRs because each emphasizes a different conceptual aspect of the

domain knowledge. For example, circle diagrams show fractions as parts of an inherent

whole, rectangles show fractions as parts of a whole that can be partitioned in multiple

ways, and numberlines show fractions as measures of length (Fig. 1) (Kieren 1993; Post

et al. 1982). Students can construct a deeper understanding of the domain knowledge by

connecting the concepts shown by multiple GRs to one another (Schnotz 2005, 2014;

Seufert 2003). Research shows that multiple GRs can enhance students’ learning of domain

knowledge (e.g., Ainsworth 2006; Ainsworth et al. 2002; Bodemer and Faust 2006).

However, multiple GRs can also hinder rather than help students (Rau et al. 2015). This

phenomenon results fromthe so-called representationdilemma (Dreher andKuntze2014):On the

onehand, students have to learnaboutGRs; for example, howcirclediagrams show thenumerator

and denominator of a fraction.On the other hand, students learn domain knowledge from theGRs;

for example, to learn what a fraction is, students may have to interpret circle diagrams that depict

concrete scenarios (e.g., 1/4 of a cookie). This leads to a major educational challenge: how can

students learn new domain knowledge from GRs without knowing how they show information,

and—at the same time—learn to how GRs show concepts they have not yet learned?

Learning about representations means that students acquire representational competen-

cies: knowledge and skills that enable them to use GRs to reason and solve tasks (Gilbert

2005, 2008; National Research Council, NRC 2006). Prior research has documented that

representational competencies enable students to learn domain knowledge from GRs

(Ainsworth 2008; de Jong et al. 1998; McElhaney et al. 2015; NRC 2006). As a result,

research on learning with representations has investigated how to design instructional

activities that support students’ acquisition of representational competencieswhile they learn

domain knowledge (Eilam and Ben-Peretz 2012). That is, while such instructional activities

help students learn about the GRs (i.e., acquisition of representational competencies), the

main goal is to help students learn from the GRs (i.e., acquisition of domain knowledge).

One important type of representational competencies is the ability to make sense of connec-

tions among multiple GRs by explaining differences and similarities between GRs (Rau 2016).

For example, in Fig. 1, a studentmightmake sense of connections between circle and numberline

by relating thenumber of colored sections in the circle to the number of sections between0and the

dot in the numberline, and the number of total sections in the circle to the number of sections

between 0 and 1 in the numberline. Research on expertise suggests that a second type of repre-

sentational competencies is important: perceptual fluency—the ability to use perceptual features

to make connections among GRs automatically and with little mental effort (Rau 2016; Gibson

Fig. 1 Interactive graphical representations used in the Fractions Tutor: circle, rectangle, and number line.
(Color figure online)
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2000; Kellman andMassey 2013). For example, a student should see ‘‘at a glance’’ that the circle

andnumberline inFig. 1 show the same fractionbecause theycover the sameproportionof area or

of length. As an analogy, perceptual fluency can be thought of as the ability to make connections

by using ‘‘fast thinking’’ processes inKahneman’s description of ‘‘System1’’ thinking in decision

making. Sense-making competencies can be thought of as the student’s ability to make con-

nections using ‘‘deliberate thinking’’ processes or ‘‘System 2’’ thinking (Kahneman 2003).While

these representational competencies are considered to be domain general learning strategies,

students have to learn to engage in these strategies with domain-specific GRs (Eilam and Ben-

Peretz 2012; NRC 2006).

Prior research suggests that sense-making competencies and perceptual fluency require

different types of instructional support because they are acquired via different types of

learning processes (Rau 2016; Koedinger et al. 2012). To help students acquire sense-

making competencies, instructional activities—‘‘sense-making activities’’—should support

students’ engagement in explicit explanation-based processes (e.g., helping students

explain that the circle diagram and the rectangle in Fig. 1 both show the same fraction

because they show the same part colored out of the whole shape). To help students acquire

fluency, instructional activities—‘‘fluency-building activities’’—should engage students in

non-verbal, inductive pattern recognition processes (e.g., helping students see that the

circle diagram and the rectangle in Fig. 1 both have the same proportion of area colored).

Our own prior research shows that providing students with sense-making activities and

fluency-building activities enhances their learning of domain knowledge (Rau et al. 2016).

This finding raises the question of how sense-making activities and fluency-building

activities should be combined. In this paper, we investigate in which sequence sense-

making activities and fluency-building activities should be provided to students, so that

support for representational competencies enhances students’ learning of domain knowl-

edge. To this end, we conducted an experiment that tested the effect of different sequences

of sense-making activities and fluency-building activities on students’ acquisition of

domain knowledge. In addition, we used causal path analysis to test whether sense-making

competencies enhance students’ acquisition of fluency while working on fluency-building

activities, and whether fluency enhances their acquisition of sense-making competencies.

Theoretical background

In this section, we review research suggesting that students’ acquisition of sense-making

competencies and fluency should be supported by different types of instructional activities

because they are acquired via different types of learning processes. Then we review

research about the interplay among these learning processes, which yields predictions

about whether sense-making activities should be provided before fluency-building activi-

ties or vice versa.

Two types of representational competencies

Making sense of connections: competencies, processes, and instructional activities

Sense-making competencies describe the ability to explain mappings between different

GRs using ‘‘deliberate thinking’’ processes (Kahneman 2003). Much prior research on

learning with representations has focused sense-making competencies, albeit under a
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variety of terms. For example, Bodemer and Faust (2006) and Schnotz (2005, 2014) speak

of integrating information from multiple representations by explaining mappings between

different representations. Ainsworth (2006) discusses the importance of understanding how

different representations may complement and constrain one another, which involves

explaining mappings of visual features that show corresponding or different information.

Seufert (2003) uses the term ‘‘coherence formation’’ to describe students’ ability to connect

different representations between corresponding features of the representations. We pro-

pose the term sense-making competencies to align with the cognitive psychology literature,

which suggests that competencies that involve explaining of mappings across multiple

entities are acquired via sense-making processes (Koedinger et al. 2012).

Sense-making processes are verbally mediated explanation-based processes by which

students reason about principles (Koedinger et al. 2012). Sense-making competencies

involve learning of general principles that describe which perceptual features in the GRs

depict which concepts and how features of different GRs map onto one another (Ainsworth

2006; DeLoache 2000; Eilam and Ben-Peretz 2012; Schnotz 2014, 2005; Uttal and

O’Doherty 2008). Learning these principles involves learning to distinguish perceptual

features that show conceptually meaningful information from ‘‘surface features’’ that are

conceptually irrelevant (Ainsworth 2006; Lowe 1993, 1994; Seufert 2003). Further, it

involves learning how mappings of perceptual features to concepts apply to multiple

situations (Gentner 1983; Gentner et al. 2003). For example, the color of circle and

rectangle representations (see Fig. 1) is a surface feature because color cannot be used to

determine the fraction. By contrast, the total number of sections is a relevant feature

because it corresponds to the denominator of the fraction. Students may incorrectly assume

that the blue color of a circle representation is conceptually relevant, and they may

therefore incorrectly infer that any rectangle that is blue shows the same fraction, even if it

is partitioned into fewer sections. Prior research shows that students learn to distinguish

surface features from relevant features by explaining their mappings to concepts (Ains-

worth et al. 2002; Rau et al. 2014a; Lowe 1993, 1994; Seufert 2003). Hence, the ability to

explain how different representations map to one another based on corresponding and

differing features and the ability to integrate information from multiple representations

involves sense-making processes.

Sense-making competencies can enhance students’ learning of domain knowledge

(Ainsworth 2006; NRC 2006; Eilam and Ben-Peretz 2012). Specifically, when students

engage in sense-making processes, they abstract away from the GRs and extract conceptual

understanding of the underlying principles (e.g., a fraction is a quantity relative to a unit).

Therefore, sense-making processes are an important mechanism through which students

learn domain knowledge from multiple GRs. Sense-making competencies are recognized

as an important aspect of domain expertise (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986; Richman et al.

1996), and as an important educational goal in the literature on learning with represen-

tations (Ainsworth 2006; Patel and Dexter 2014), in science education (Jones et al. 2005;

Wu and Shah 2004), and in math education (Charalambous and Pitta-Pantazi 2007; Cramer

2001; Kaput 1987). Furthermore, educational practice guides emphasize the importance of

helping students acquire sense-making competencies (National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, NCTM 2000, 2006).

In designing sense-making activities for our research, our goal was to create instruc-

tional activities that—besides enhancing sense-making competencies—enhance students’

learning of domain knowledge. Because sense-making processes are an important mech-

anism through which students learn domain knowledge, helping students engage in sense-

making processes should enhance their learning of domain knowledge while they work on
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sense-making activities. Further, sense-making competencies should accelerate students’

learning of domain knowledge from GRs in subsequent instructional activities.

To achieve this goal, we draw on prior research that has yielded a number of principles

for the instructional design of sense-making activities (Ainsworth 2006; Ainsworth and

Loizou 2003; Berthold et al. 2008; Berthold and Renkl 2009; Bodemer and Faust 2006; van

der Meij and de Jong 2006, 2011). First, sense-making activities should ask students to

verbally explain which perceptual features of the GRs depict corresponding concepts (i.e.,

similarities between the GRs) and which features show complementary information (i.e.,

differences between the GRs). For example, prompting students to self-explain mappings

between GRs has been shown to enhance learning of domain knowledge in math (Berthold

et al. 2008; Berthold and Renkl 2009), physics (Van der Meij and de Jong 2011), and

biology (Seufert 2003; Seufert and Brünken 2006), computer sciences (Baetge and Seufert

2010).

Second, sense-making activities should ask students to actively compare GRs. Several

experiments on math and science learning show that students who are asked to actively

map perceptual features that show corresponding information across GRs show higher

learning outcomes on domain knowledge tests than students who are presented with pre-

made mappings of the features (Bodemer and Faust 2006; Bodemer et al. 2004, 2005;

Gutwill et al. 1999; Özgün-Koca 2008; Stern et al. 2003).

Finally, prior research shows that students have a tendency to focus on surface features

that are incidental rather than on conceptually relevant features (Ainsworth et al. 2002; Rau

et al. 2014a; Lowe 1993, 1994; Seufert 2003). As mentioned, the color of circle and

rectangle representations (see Fig. 1) is a surface feature, whereas the total number of

sections is a relevant feature. Students may incorrectly assume that the blue color of a

circle representation is conceptually relevant, and they may therefore incorrectly infer that

any rectangle that is blue shows the same fraction, even if it is partitioned into fewer

sections. Therefore, students need assistance in identifying relevant perceptual features.

Such assistance can be provided in the form of feedback on students’ explanations (Rau

et al. 2015, 2016; Bodemer and Faust 2006; van der Meij and de Jong 2006) or color

coding (Berthold and Renkl 2009; Ozcelik et al. 2009). Assistance is particularly important

for students with low prior knowledge (Bodemer and Faust 2006; Stern et al. 2003) and

when problems are particularly complex (van der Meij and de Jong 2006).

In sum, prior research suggests that sense-making activities that engage students in

sense-making processes enhance their learning of domain knowledge.

Fluently making connections: competencies, processes, and instructional activities

Fluency in making connections among GRs describes the ability to automatically relate

representations to one another, using processes akin to Kahneman’s (2003) ‘‘fast thinking’’

processes. Cognitive theories of learning suggest that fluency processes are non-verbal and

not necessarily willful or planned (Kellman and Massey 2013; Koedinger et al. 2012).

Fluency processes are implicit processes involved in perceptual pattern recognition

(Gibson 1969; Goldstone and Barsalou 1998; Kellman and Massey 2013; Richman et al.

1996). High efficiency in recognizing perceptual patterns results from perceptual chunking:

relevant features serve to retrieve a corresponding schema from long-term memory that

constitutes the relevant concepts (Richman et al. 1996; Taber 2013). The previously

mentioned distinction between surface features and relevant features (Ainsworth 2006;

Lowe 1993, 1994; Seufert 2003) plays an important role in perceptually fluency as well:

learning perceptual patterns involves recognizing perceptual features that are meaningful
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(e.g., the number of sections in circle and rectangle representations) while disregarding

surface features that are incidental (e.g., the color of circle and rectangle representations).

Fluency processes use direct one-on-one mappings between perceptual chunks and con-

cepts to discriminate and categorize GRs efficiently, without perceived mental effort

(Koedinger et al. 2012; Richman et al. 1996). As a consequence, fluency processes allow

students to automatically infer the conceptual information a given GR shows and to

automatically integrate the information that multiple GRs show about a complex concept

(Airey and Linder 2009).

Fluency processes are an important mechanism through which students learn domain

knowledge from multiple GRs (Rau 2016; Goldstone and Barsalou 1998; Kellman et al.

2009; Richman et al. 1996). By automatically integrating information from multiple GRs,

students can use the information provided by multiple GRs while having sufficient cog-

nitive resources to use this information for higher-order reasoning about domain-relevant

concepts (Goldstone and Barsalou 1998; Richman et al. 1996). Perceptual fluency is an

important aspect of domain expertise (Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986; Gibson 1969, 2000;

Richman et al. 1996) and is viewed as an important goal in science education (Kozma and

Russell 2005, Wu and Shah 2004), and in math education (Pape and Tchoshanov 2001).

Fluency-building activities are instructional activities designed to help students acquire

fluency. The goal of these activities goes beyond merely enhancing perceptual fluency; the

activities were designed so that they engage students in fluency processes that enhance

their learning of domain knowledge. Given the argument above that fluency processes are

an important mechanism of domain learning, engaging in fluency processes should

enhance students’ learning of domain knowledge. Further, fluency should accelerate stu-

dents’ learning of domain knowledge from subsequent instructional activities.

Although research on fluency-building activities is still relatively novel, prior research

has yielded several instructional design principles for fluency-building activities (Gibson

et al. 2010; Gibson 2000; Kellman and Massey 2013; Massey et al. 2011). First, fluency-

building activities should ask students to discriminate and categorize numerous examples.

Second, students should receive immediate feedback on these discrimination and classi-

fication activities (Massey et al. 2011). Third, students should practice with many varied

example GRs, sequenced such that consecutive examples emphasize relevant perceptual

features (Rau et al. 2014a; Kellman et al. 2009; Massey et al. 2011). Kellman et al.

conducted several studies on fluency-building activities designed according to these

principles for fractions learning, algebra learning, and chemistry learning (Kellman et al.

2008; Wise et al. 2000). Results from these studies show that students who received

fluency-building activities designed according to these principles subsequently performed

better not only on fluency tests but also on tests of domain knowledge, compared to

students who did not receive fluency-building activities.

In sum, prior research suggests that fluency-building activities that engage students in

fluency processes enhance their learning of domain knowledge.

Interplay among sense-making competency and perceptual fluency

A variety of literatures acknowledge that domain expertise involves sense-making com-

petencies and perceptual fluency, including theories of cognitive skill acquisition (An-

derson 1983; Koedinger et al. 2012; Ohlsson 2008; Richman et al. 1996), the STEM

education literature (e.g., Kozma and Russell 2005; Patel and Dexter 2014), and educa-

tional practice guides (NCTM 2006; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, NMAP 2008;

Siegler et al. 2010). These literatures seem to implicitly assume that the acquisition of
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sense-making competencies precedes the acquisition of fluency; and therefore that

instruction should first provide sense-making activities and then fluency-building activities.

We refer to this assumption as the sense-making-first hypothesis. Yet, recent research

suggests an alternative hypothesis: the fluency-first hypothesis, which proposes that fluency

can enhance the acquisition of sense-making competencies and therefore instruction

should first provide fluency-building activities and then sense-making activities. Figure 2

illustrates the rationale underlying each hypothesis. In the following, we discuss each

hypothesis in turn.

Sense-making-first hypothesis

Many educational practice guides seem to assume that students acquire sense-making

competencies before fluency. Consequently, they suggest that students work on sense-

making activities before they work on fluency-building activities. For example, the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM 2006) expects sense-making of

fractions representations by the end of grade 5. Fluency in efficiently interpreting and using

fractions representations is expected at the end of grade 8.

In favor of the sense-making-first hypothesis, there is empirical evidence suggesting that

students may not be able to acquire fluency unless they have prior sense-making compe-

tencies. One might argue that fluency-building activities assume that students have some

Fig. 2 Theoretical model of the sense-making-first hypothesis (left) and fluency-first hypothesis (right),
detailing the mechanisms by which the sequence of sense-making activities and fluency-building activities
(blue) results in learning outcomes (representational competencies and domain knowledge) during the
learning phase (black) and after the learning phase (green). (Color figure online)
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prior level of sense-making competencies; for example, that they know which perceptual

features to attend to and which perceptual features of different GRs show the same con-

cepts. If students do not have sense-making competencies, asking students to engage in

fluency processes requires that they induce how different GRs map to one another (see

Kellman et al. 2008, 2009). Yet, research shows that learning such mappings is a difficult

task that students typically do not attempt spontaneously (Ainsworth et al. 2002; Rau et al.

2014a). If students do attempt to induce such mappings, they may employ inefficient

learning strategies (e.g., trial and error), which might impede their benefit from fluency-

building activities. Indeed, Kellman et al.’ research on fluency-building activities seems to

implicitly adopt the sense-making-first hypothesis: their participants were typically not

novices but had considerable prior knowledge about the domain-relevant concepts, which

likely involved sense-making competencies.

Fluency-first hypothesis

An alternative hypothesis is the fluency-first hypothesis, which suggests that fluency can

enhance the acquisition of sense-making competencies. Even though the fluency-first

hypothesis may seem counterintuitive at first glance (how can students fluently make

connections among GRs if they cannot make sense of what the connections mean?), there

are several theoretical accounts that lend credibility to the fluency-first hypothesis. As

mentioned, prior research on fluency suggests that fluency allows students to efficiently

integrate information from multiple GRs without requiring significant cognitive capacity,

hence freeing cognitive resources for complex reasoning (Koedinger et al. 2012; Kellman

et al. 2009). Because sense-making processes are complex reasoning processes that require

considerable cognitive capacity, perceptual fluency may enhance sense-making processes.

Empirical evidence for this notion comes from a few recent studies. First, recent mathe-

matics cognition research provides evidence that students’ fluency with GRs that depict

fractions as magnitudes can promote their ability to make sense of fractions as parts of a

whole (Matthews and Chesney 2015). Second, embodied cognition research shows that

perceptual experiences with physical objects can enhance students’ ability to fluently

process information about abstract concepts. This fluency, in turn, enhances their ability to

make sense of abstract concepts (Lindgren 2012; Nathan et al. 2014). Third, studies of

socio-cultural learning processes show that students often become fluent with represen-

tations first (e.g., they often use representations and talk about them without fully

understanding how they show information), which helps them acquire conceptual under-

standing of the representations (e.g., Airey and Linder 2009; Wertsch and Kazak 2011).

Own prior research

The sense-making-first and fluency-first hypotheses have, to the best of our knowledge, not

been empirically tested in the context of learning with multiple representations because

studies on sense-making activities and on fluency-building activities have been separate

lines of research in the literature on learning with representations. Our own prior research

(Rau et al. 2016) presents a first step towards integrating these two lines of research.

In a prior experiment on fractions learning, we investigated whether receiving sense-

making activities and/or fluency-building activities enhances students’ benefit from mul-

tiple GRs, compared to a control condition that did not receive either activity (Rau et al.

2016). Results showed an interaction effect such that students showed the highest learning

gains on a fractions knowledge posttest if they received both sense-making and fluency-
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building activities. Receiving only sense-making activities or receiving only fluency-

building activities was less effective than the control condition. These findings make two

contributions. First, they provide evidence that supporting sense-making competencies and

fluency enhances students’ learning of domain knowledge. Second, the fact that only the

combination of sense-making activities and fluency-building activities improved learning

suggests that there is a more complex interplay among sense-making processes and fluency

processes than anticipated. One possible mechanism is that sense-making competencies

enhance students’ ability to learn from fluency-building activities. This mechanism cor-

responds to the sense-making-first hypothesis. Another possible mechanism is that fluency

enhances students’ ability to learn from sense-making activities. This mechanism corre-

sponds to the fluency-first hypothesis.

We tested these mechanisms with a causal path analysis using data on errors students

made while they worked on sense-making activities and fluency-building activities (Rau

et al. 2016). We found that students who had previously worked on sense-making activities

showed higher performance when they worked on fluency-building activities than students

who did not receive sense-making activities, which statistically mediated the advantage of

this condition on learning outcomes. This finding suggests that sense-making competencies

enhance students’ learning from fluency-building activities. Hence, our prior findings are in

line with the sense-making-first hypothesis.

One critical limitation of our prior experiment was that we implicitly adopted the sense-

making-first hypothesis—which, as argued above, seems to be a prevalent assumption in

education. Consequently, we had provided sense-making activities before fluency-building

activities (for each topic). Therefore, the question remains open whether providing sense-

making activities before fluency-building activities is more effective than providing flu-

ency-building activities before sense-making activities. The present experiment addresses

this question.

Hypotheses and predictions

Even though prior research has not yet explicitly tested the sense-making-first hypothesis

or the fluency-first hypothesis, theoretical accounts exist in favor of either hypothesis. Both

hypotheses make specific predictions that we can test empirically. We consider predictions

for (1) a sequence that provides sense-making activities before fluency-building activities

(sense-making-first condition) versus (2) a sequence that provides fluency-building

activities before sense-making activities (fluency-first condition). Table 1 provides an

overview of the predictions each hypothesis makes for the dependent measures we

consider.

Regarding representational competencies, the sense-making-first hypothesis predicts

that sense-making competencies enhance students’ benefit from fluency-building activities.

Consequently, fluency-building activities should be easier for students in the sense-mak-

ing-first condition. Therefore, they should make fewer errors on fluency-building activities

during the learning phase (prediction 1a) and show higher gains on a fluency test imme-

diately after fluency-building activities (prediction 1b). Regarding domain knowledge, the

sense-making hypothesis proposes that sense-making activities should enhance students’

ability to engage in conceptual reasoning about fractions during the learning phase.

Therefore, it predicts that students in the sense-making-first condition engage in more

conceptual reasoning about fractions (prediction 3a). Consequently, students in the sense-
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making-first condition will show higher learning gains (prediction 4a). Finally, the sense-

making first hypothesis predicts a mediation effect. The sense-making hypothesis proposes

that students in the sense-making condition have higher learning outcomes on the fractions

knowledge test (prediction 4a) because sense-making competencies enhance their benefit

from sense-making activities, indicated by fewer errors on fluency-building activities

(prediction 1a). Hence, a reduction of errors on fluency-building activities should mediate

the advantage of the sense-making-first condition on the fractions knowledge test (pre-

diction 5a).

Regarding representational competencies, the fluency-first hypothesis predicts that

fluency enhances students’ benefit from sense-making activities. Consequently, sense-

making activities should be easier for students in the fluency-first condition, and therefore

they should make fewer errors on sense-making activities during the learning phase

(prediction 2a). Further, students in the fluency-first condition should show higher gains on

a sense-making test after sense-making activities (prediction 2b). Regarding domain

knowledge, the fluency-first hypothesis proposes that fluency processes are crucial mech-

anisms for learning of domain knowledge. Therefore, students in the fluency-first condition

should engage in more conceptual reasoning about fractions (prediction 3b), which should

Table 1 Predictions made by the sense-making-first hypothesis and fluency-first hypothesis

Prediction Measure and expected effect Results

Sense-making-first
hypothesis

In sense-making-first condition

Effects on representational competencies

Prediction 1a Fewer errors on fluency activities during learning phase Partially
confirmed

Prediction 2a Higher fluency after fluency-building activities Confirmed

Effects on domain knowledge

Prediction 3a Higher conceptual reasoning about fractions during learning
phase

Confirmed

Prediction 4a Higher fractions-knowledge after learning phase Partially
confirmed

Mediation effects

Prediction 5a Fewer errors on fluency activities mediate higher fractions-
knowledge

Partially
confirmed

Fluency-first hypothesis In fluency-first condition

Effects on representational competencies

Prediction 1b Fewer errors on sense-making activities during learning phase Contradicted

Prediction 2b Higher sense-making competencies after sense-making
activities

Not confirmed

Effects on domain knowledge

Prediction 3b Higher conceptual reasoning about fractions during learning
phase

Contradicted

Prediction 4b Higher fractions-knowledge after learning phase Contradicted

Mediation effects

Prediction 5b Fewer errors on sense-making activities mediate higher
fractions-knowledge

Contradicted
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result in higher learning gains on the fractions knowledge test (prediction 4b). Finally, the

fluency-first hypothesis predicts a mediation effect based on the rationale that students in

the fluency-first condition have higher learning outcomes on the fractions knowledge test

(prediction 4b) because fluency enhances their benefit from sense-making activities,

indicated by fewer errors on sense-making activities (prediction 1b). Hence, a reduction of

error rates on sense-making activities should mediate the advantage of the fluency-first

condition on the fractions knowledge test (prediction 5b).

Methods

To test these hypotheses, we conducted a lab experiment that compared a condition that

received sense-making activities before fluency-building activities (sense-making-first

condition) to a condition that received fluency-building activities before sense-making-

activities (fluency-first condition), as detailed in the following.

Participants

Seventy-four 3–5th-grade students from western Pennsylvania participated in the experi-

ment. Students were recruited through local advertisements.

Materials

We conducted the experiment in the context of the Fractions Tutor, an intelligent tutoring

system (ITS) for elementary-school level fractions learning that we created to investigate

the sense-making-first and fluency-first hypotheses. ITSs are a type of educational tech-

nology that pose complex problem-solving activities and provide individualized step-by-

step guidance at any point during the problem-solving process (VanLehn 2011). At the

heart of ITSs lies a cognitive model of the students’ problem-solving knowledge. This

model allows ITSs to detect multiple strategies a student might use to solve a problem, and

to provide detailed feedback and on-demand hints on how to solve the next step. Tradi-

tional ITSs use a rule-based cognitive model (Aleven 2010) that is based on production-

rule theories of learning, such as ACT-R (Anderson et al. 1995). The Fractions Tutor is a

newer type of ITS, called example-tracing tutors (Aleven 2010; Aleven et al. 2009; Aleven

et al. 2016), which provide the same tutoring behaviors as other ITSs, but instead of a rule-

based cognitive model, rely on generalized examples of correct and incorrect solution

paths. The Fractions Tutor is based on results from prior classroom experiments and user-

centered design research (Rau et al. 2013). It provides a variety of interactive GRs, shown

in Fig. 1. For this experiment, we selected activities from the units on fractions equiva-

lence and fractions comparison that were designed to support sense-making processes and

fluency processes.

The Fraction Tutor’s sense-making activities were designed based on the principles

described above (see ‘‘Two types of representational competencies’’ section), as illustrated

in Fig. 3. First, to help students to make active comparisons among GRs, the Fractions

Tutor uses worked examples (Renkl 2005). Students are first presented with a worked

example (Fig. 3a) that uses one of the area models (i.e., circle or rectangle) to demonstrate

how to solve a fractions problem. Students complete the last step of the worked-example

problem (step A.3) and receive feedback from the tutor (e.g., correct steps are shown with
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green font). With the worked example still on the screen, they are then presented with an

analogous problem in which they have to use the numberline (Fig. 3b). Students complete

this analogous problem with help (i.e., step-level hints and feedback) from the tutor. They

are prompted to use the area model to help them complete the numberline problem, so as to

encourage them to establish mappings between corresponding perceptual features (e.g., the

sections between 0 and the dot in the numberline correspond to the shaded sections in the

circle because both perceptual features show the numerator). Second, students are

prompted to self-explain these mappings. To this end, students receive self-explanation

prompts at the end of each problem (section C in tutor screen shown in Fig. 3). The

prompts ask students to relate the two GRs by reasoning about how they depict fractions.

Self-explanation prompts were implemented in a fill-in-the blank format with drop-down

menus. Similar simple formats have been shown to be effective in prior research with ITSs

or other educational technologies (Aleven and Koedinger 2002; Atkinson et al. 2003; Rau

et al. 2016) and more effective than open-ended forms of self-explanation prompts (Gadgil

et al. 2012; Johnson and Mayer 2010; van der Meij and de Jong 2011). Finally, students

receive assistance in the form of feedback on their problem-solving activities with the

numberline and on their responses to self-explanation prompts. Hints and error feedback

messages were specifically designed to help students focus on conceptually relevant fea-

tures while making comparisons and while self-explaining connections among the GRs.

The fluency-building activities are similar to Kellman et al.’s (2008, 2009) interven-

tions, as illustrated in Fig. 4. First, students are asked to discriminate and categorize GRs:

in Fig. 4, they have to sort GRs (provided in the box on the left) into sets of equivalent

fractions (represented by the boxes on the right), using a drag-and-drop feature (i.e., each

representation in the box on the left can be picked up with the mouse and dragged over and

dropped in the appropriate box on the right). Second, students receive immediate feedback

on this task (e.g., a green halo indicates that the representation has been dropped in the

appropriate box). Third, the fluency-building activities provide practice opportunities with

many varied GRs. To encourage students’ engagement in non-verbal processes, the

problem instructions encourage them to solve fluency-building activities visually by esti-

mating the relative size of the fractions, rather than by solving it conceptually or

computationally.

Fig. 3 Screen shot of sense-making activity in the equivalent fractions unit
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Assessments

In the following, we describe how we assessed learning outcomes and learning processes

that correspond to the predictions summarized in Table 1.1

Assessments of representational competencies

Error-rate measures To assess representational competencies during the learning phase,

we considered error rates during fluency-building activities and during sense-making

activities. To this end, we used the log data from the Fractions Tutor. The logs provide a

detailed record of students’ interactions with the Fractions Tutor at the ‘‘transaction’’ level

(i.e., attempts at steps, hint requests, etc.). Following standard practice in ITS research

(Koedinger et al. 2010), we computed error rates as the number of errors students made per

step. We computed four error-rate measures: error rates on sense-making activities in the

equivalence unit, error rates on sense-making activities in the comparison unit, error rates

on fluency-building activities in the equivalence unit, and error rates on fluency-building

activities in the comparison unit.

Sense-making and fluency tests To assess representational competencies after students

worked on sense-making and fluency-building activities (see detailed description of the

procedure below), we assessed students’ sense-making competencies with a sense-making

test and their fluency in making connections with a fluency test. We created two versions

for each test; a 4-item test form for the equivalence unit, and a 4-item test forms for the

comparison unit of the Fractions Tutor. For each test version, we created two different test

forms to be used at as an intermediate test and a posttest (see procedure below). The

different test forms included structurally identical items that used different numbers. The

sequence of the two test forms was counterbalanced. Sample test items for are provided in

the Online Appendix.

Fig. 4 Screen shot of a fluency activity in the equivalent fractions unit

1 In addition to the assessments detailed below, we assessed eye-tracking data. Because the eye-tracking
data did not yield results relevant to the research questions we investigate in this article, we do not report
eye-tracking data. Results from the analysis of eye-tracking data are reported in Rau et al. (2014b).
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Assessments of domain knowledge

Conceptual reasoning about fractions To assess students’ reasoning about fractions

concepts during the learning phase, we conducted cued retrospective think-alouds with all

students.2 We used the cued retrospective think-aloud method described by Van Gog et al.

(2005), which has been compared against concurrent reporting methods and has been

shown to yield valid information about students’ reasoning processes during problem

solving. In our study, we randomly selected four activities from the Fractions Tutor: one

equivalence sense-making activity, one equivalence fluency activity, one comparison

sense-making activity, and one comparison fluency activity (see Table 2). The experi-

menter asked predefined questions about how the student solved each step (e.g., ‘‘In this

step [points at the step], you immediately selected ‘yes’ from the menu, that the fractions

are equivalent. How did you solve that step?’’). We coded utterances from the cued

retrospective think-alouds using a coding scheme from our prior research (Rau et al.

2014b). Specifically, we counted each utterance as an instance of conceptual reasoning if

the student explained a fractions concept correctly (e.g., ‘‘when there are three out of five

and three out of seven, the three out of five is larger because the parts are bigger’’).

Interrater reliability between two independent coders of 10% of the data was substantial

with j = 0.66 (Landis and Koch 1977).

Fractions-knowledge tests To assess domain knowledge after the learning phase (i.e.,

predictions 4a/b), the students completed fractions knowledge tests. The fractions

knowledge tests included transfer items that were structurally different from the problems

covered in the Fractions Tutor and had nine items. We created two different test forms to

be used at a pretest and a posttest. The different test forms included structurally identical

items that used different numbers. The sequence of the two test forms was counterbal-

anced. Sample test items are provided in the Online Appendix.

Experimental design and procedure

Figure 5 provides details about the sequence and number of instructional and assessment

activities for each experimental condition.

Students first completed a fractions knowledge pretest. They then worked on the

Fractions Tutor. Students were randomly assigned to one of two versions of the Fractions

Tutor that differed only in the order in which students received sense-making activities and

2 The procedure for the cued retrospective think-alouds changed midway during the experiment. The
procedure change only affected the cued retrospective think-alouds (no other aspects of the experimental
procedure, because the cued retrospective think-alouds came last), and it equally affected both experimental
conditions. The change was necessary due to delayed arrival of eye-tracking equipment. Specifically, the
first 38 (of 74) students were asked to do a retrospective think-aloud using video recordings without eye-
gaze recordings. For the remaining 36 students, eye-tracking data were recorded with an unobtrusive remote
eye-tracker. (Specifically, we used an SMI RED 250—which uses an infrared camera attached under a
computer monitor to record eye-gaze behaviors. The interactions with the computer were no different than
without the eye-tracker.) For the cued retrospective think-alouds for these 36 students, we used eye-gaze
recordings as cues, following the method proposed by Van Gog et al. (2005). For each activity, the
experimenter played back the recorded eye-gaze behaviors. The eye-gaze recordings depict the student’s
eye-gaze as a circle, overlaid with a background-screen recording showing the student’s interactions with
the problem-solving activity. In replaying the eye-gaze recording, the experimenter first explained what the
eye-gaze circle shows, and then paused after each step for a think-aloud prompt. The remainder of the cued
retrospective think-alouds proceeded as for the first 38 students.
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fluency-building activities. Students in the sense-making-first condition received sense-

making activities before fluency-building activities. By contrast, students in the fluency-

first condition received fluency-building activities before sense-making activities. This

procedure was implemented for both Fractions Tutor units, namely equivalent fractions

and fraction comparison. After solving the first half of the activities in the given unit,

students completed the intermediate sense-making test and the intermediate fluency test.

After completing the remaining tutor activities for the given unit, students completed the

sense-making posttest and fluency posttest. At the end, students completed the fractions

knowledge posttest.

Causal path analysis

To test predicted mediation effects, we used causal path analysis modeling. The sense-

making-first condition predicts that a reduction of error rates on fluency-building activities

during the learning phase mediates the advantage of the sense-making-first condition on

the fractions knowledge test (prediction 5a), whereas the fluency-first hypothesis predicts

that a reduction of error rates on sense-making activities mediates the advantage of the

fluency-first condition on the fractions knowledge test (prediction 5b). We tested two

models; one model to test the sense-making-first hypothesis that focuses on error rates

during fluency-building activities, and a second model to test the fluency-first hypothesis

that focuses on error rates during sense-making activities.

Causal path analysis modeling yields statistical models of mediation effects that (1) are

theoretically plausible, (2) fit the data well, and (3) contain only edges that describe

statistically reliable effects. To construct the causal path analysis models, we used an

automatic algorithm that searches for models that are theoretically plausible and consistent

with the data (Chickering 2002; Spirtes et al. 2000). To do so, we used the Tetrad IV

program’s3 GES algorithm.

A first step in the analysis is to select variables to include in the model. The independent

variable in the causal path analysis was condition (i.e., sense-making-first condition versus

fluency-first condition). The dependent variables of interest were students’ pretest and

Table 2 Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) on learning outcome measures by test-time and
experimental condition

Test Test-time Sense-making-first
condition

Fluency-first
condition

Sense-making tests (equivalence and
comparison)

Intermediate tests 0.49 (0.36) 0.39 (0.38)

Posttests 0.41 (0.33) 0.45 (0.41)

Fluency tests (equivalence and
comparison)

Intermediate tests 0.62 (0.35) 0.60 (0.32)

Posttests 0.65 (0.34) 0.50 (0.31)

Fractions-knowledge tests Pretest 0.45 (0.35) 0.53 (0.34)

Posttest 0.51 (0.36) 0.47 (0.32)

3 Tetrad, freely available at www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad, contains a causal model simulator, esti-
mator, and over 20 model search algorithms, many of which are described and proved asymptotically
reliable in Spirtes et al. (2000).
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posttest scores on the fractions knowledge test. The mediators were error rates on

equivalence sense-making activities, equivalence fluency-building activities, comparison

sense-making activities, and comparison fluency-building activities.

The second step is to specify assumptions about the model. When conducting a model

search, we can narrow the search space based on the knowledge we have about the nature

of our data. We assumed that our condition variable is exogenous and causally indepen-

dent, that the pretest is not influenced by condition, that the pretest is an exogenous

Fig. 5 Sequence of instructional and assessment activities by experimental condition
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variable and causally independent of condition, that performance on the posttest cannot

influence the mediators, and that the mediators (i.e., error rates) can influence performance

on the posttest.

The third step is to specify the fully saturated model. The fully saturated model for each

hypothesis contains all possible edges (or ‘‘effects’’) compatible with the experimental

design. Figure 6 illustrates that, even if we consider only two mediators for each model,

there are over 1000 (210) distinct models consistent with our background knowledge and

that are plausible tests for our mediation hypotheses.

The fourth step is to let the GES algorithm search for the best-fitting model within the

search space. The outcomes of the model search are two causal path analysis models, one

testing the fluency hypothesis, one testing the sense-making hypothesis, each consistent

with the data and hence allowing us to trust the parameters of the model.

The final step is to examine whether the models support the mediation hypotheses. In

general, evidence for a full mediation effect corresponds to a causal path model that shows

a significant effect of condition on error rates, a significant effect of error rates on learning

outcomes, but no significant effect of condition on learning outcomes (whereas without a

mediator, there is a significant effect of condition on learning outcomes). Evidence for a

partial mediation effect corresponds to a causal path model that shows a significant effect

of condition on error rates, a significant effect of error rates on learning outcomes, and also

a significant effect of condition on learning outcomes.

Results

Five students were excluded from the analysis because they did not complete both units of

the Fractions Tutor or because they were statistical outliers at the fractions knowledge

pretest. Thus, we report data from N = 69 students (n = 37 in the sense-making-first

condition, n = 32 in the fluency-first condition). Table 2 provides a summary of students’

scores on each test. In the following, we present the results related to each of the pre-

dictions in Table 1. The right-most column of Table 1 summarizes whether the results

support the hypotheses.

Fig. 6 Search space of causal path analysis models compatible with the experimental design
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Effects on representational competencies

To test effects on error rates during the learning phase (see Table 1, predictions 1a and 1b),

we computed MANCOVAs with pretest performance as covariate, and error rates on sense-

making activities and fluency-building activities for the equivalence and comparison units,

respectively. The sense-making-first hypothesis predicts that the sense-making-first con-

dition will have lower error rates on fluency-building activities (prediction 1a). The effect

of condition was not significant for equivalence-sense error rates, F(1, 66) = 2.04,

p[ 0.10, but it was significant for comparison-sense error rates, F(1, 66) = 2.80,

p\ 0.10, gp
2 = 0.04, such that the sense-making-first condition showed lower error rates.

These findings partially confirm prediction 1a.

The fluency-first hypothesis predicts that the fluency-first condition will have lower

error rates on sense-making activities (prediction 1b). The effect of condition was mar-

ginally significant for equivalence-fluency error rates, F(1, 66) = 2.79, p = 0.10,

gp
2 = 0.04, but in the opposite direction: the sense-making-first condition showed lower

error rates on sense-making activities during the learning phase than the fluency-first

condition. There were no significant differences on comparison-fluency error rates, F(1,

66) = 2.61, p[ 0.10. These findings contradict prediction 1b.

To test prediction 2a, that the sense-making-first condition will show higher learning

outcomes on the fluency tests (administered after set of sense-making/fluency-building

activities; see Fig. 5), we computed a repeated measures ANCOVA with condition as

independent factor, test-time (fluency intermediate test and fluency posttest) as repeated

factor, fractions knowledge pretest score and time spent on the Fractions Tutor as

covariates. The dependent measure was students’ scores on the fluency tests collapsed

across the equivalence and comparison units. There was a marginally significant main

effect of condition, F(1,65) = 3.34, p\ 0.10, gp
2 = 0.05, but no main effect of test time

(F\ 1) nor an interaction of test time with condition, F(1,65) = 1.42, p[ 0.10. Posthoc

comparisons revealed no significant differences between conditions on the fluency test at

the first test time (i.e., when the fluency-first condition had received fluency-building

activities but the sense-making-first condition had not) (F\ 1). Posthoc comparisons

showed a significant advantage of the sense-making-first condition over the fluency-first

condition on the fluency test at the second test time (i.e., when both conditions had

received fluency-building activities), F(1,65) = 4.52, p\ 0.05, gp
2 = 0.07. This result

confirms prediction 2a.

To test prediction 2b, that the fluency-first condition will show higher learning out-

comes on the sense-making test, we computed a repeated measures ANCOVA. There were

no significant effects (Fs\ 1). This finding does not confirm prediction 2b.

Effects on domain knowledge

We look at effects on students’ fractions knowledge during and after the learning phase.

First we look at conceptual reasoning during the learning phase, as assessed by cued

retrospective think-alouds (see Van Gog et al. 2005). The sense-making-first hypothesis

predicts that students in the sense-making-first condition engage in more conceptual rea-

soning about fractions (prediction 3a), whereas the fluency-first hypothesis predicts the

opposite (prediction 3b). To test these predictions, we computed a v2 test on the number of

conceptual reasoning utterances. The results show a significant difference between con-

ditions, v2(1, N = 550) = 6.55, p\ 0.05, such that students the sense-making-first
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condition made significantly more conceptual reasoning utterances (M = 8.24 utterances

per student) than students in the fluency-first condition (M = 7.66 utterances per student).

This finding partially (i.e., marginally) confirms prediction 3a but contradicts prediction

3b.

Next, we look at effects on fractions knowledge after the learning phase, as measured by

the fractions knowledge pretest and posttest (see Fig. 5). The sense-making-first hypothesis

predicts that students in the sense-making-first condition will show higher learning gains

on the fractions knowledge posttest (prediction 4a), whereas the fluency-first hypothesis

predicts the opposite (prediction 4b). To test these predictions, we computed a repeated

measures ANCOVA on the fractions knowledge test. Results showed a marginally sig-

nificant interaction of test time with condition, F(1,66) = 3.76, p\ 0.10, gp
2 = 0.05, but

no significant main effects of condition or test (Fs\ 1). A posthoc comparison on the

posttest with time spent on the Fractions Tutor and pretest as covariates showed a mar-

ginally significant advantage of the sense-making-first condition on the fractions knowl-

edge posttest, F(1,65) = 3.05, p\ 0.10, gp
2 = 0.05. This finding partially (i.e.,

marginally) confirms prediction 4a but contradicts prediction 4b.

Mediation effects

Finally, we look at mediation effects detected through causal path modeling. First, we

examined the causal path model that tests the prediction 5a (refer to ‘‘Causal path analysis’’

section). This model tested whether error rates on fluency-building activities mediate the

advantage of the sense-making-first condition on the fractions knowledge posttest. Figure 7

shows the best model found by the GES algorithm. The model fits the data well,

(v2 = 4.58, df = 4, p = 0.33). Error rates on equivalence-fluency problems fully mediate

a positive effect of the sense-making-first condition on the fractions knowledge posttest:

students in the sense-making-first condition show lower error rates on equivalence-fluency

activates, which statistically explains the advantage of the sense-making-first condition

over the fluency-first condition on the fractions knowledge posttest. This finding confirms

prediction 5a.

Fig. 7 The model found by the GES algorithm for the mediation hypothesis corresponding to the sense-
making-first hypothesis: effect of the sense-making-first condition on the fractions-knowledge posttest
through error-rates on fluency activities. Values are unstandardized coefficients
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Next, we examined the causal path model that tests the prediction 5b (see ‘‘Causal path

analysis’’ section). This model tested whether error rates on sense-making activities

mediate the effect of condition on the fractions knowledge posttest. Figure 8 shows the

best model found by the GES algorithm. The model fits the data well, (v2 = 3.38, df = 3,

p = 0.38). Error rates on sense-making activities fully mediate a negative effect of the

fluency-first condition on the fractions knowledge posttest: students in the fluency-first

condition show higher error rates on sense-making activities, which statistically explains

their lower scores on the fractions knowledge posttest. This finding contradicts prediction

5b.

Discussion

Our research investigates whether and how helping students acquire representational

competencies can help them achieve greater learning gains in domain knowledge. We

investigated whether sense-making enhances perceptual fluency or vice versa. We built on

our prior research, which showed that both sense-making competencies and perceptual

fluency are important representational competencies that affect students’ learning of

domain knowledge (Rau et al. 2016). Our prior research led to open question about the how

sense-making competencies and perceptual fluency interact. Our present experiment tested

a commonly held assumption, namely that students may need to acquire sense-making

competencies before perceptual fluency (sense-making-first hypothesis; see Fig. 2, left).

We contrasted this assumption to an alternative hypothesis, which proposes that perceptual

fluency can help students acquire sense-making competencies (fluency-first hypothesis; see

Fig. 2, right). We tested a number of specific predictions made by the sense-making-first

hypothesis and the fluency-first hypothesis, summarized in Table 1.

Summary of findings

First, let use review whether our results support the predictions made by the sense-making-

first hypothesis (see Table 1, top; Fig. 2, left). With respect to representational

Fig. 8 The model found by GES for the mediation hypothesis of the effect of the understanding-first
condition on the transfer posttest through error rates on sense-making problems. Values are unstandardized
coefficients
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competencies, results showed that students in the sense-making-first condition make

marginally fewer errors on fluency-building activities during the learning phase, which

partially confirms prediction 1a. They also showed higher learning gains on a fluency test

that was given for each learning phase, confirming prediction 2a. With respect to domain

knowledge, results from the cued retrospective think-alouds showed that students in the

sense-making-first condition engaged in significantly more conceptual reasoning about

fractions during the learning phase, confirming prediction 3a. Further, students in the

sense-making-first condition showed marginally higher learning gains on a fractions-

knowledge posttest after the learning phase, which partially confirms prediction 4a.

Finally, the causal path analysis showed that the sense-making-first condition’s lower error

rates on fluency-building activities mediated its advantage of the sense-making-first con-

dition on the fractions knowledge posttest, confirming prediction 5a.

Second, let us review whether our results support the predictions made by the fluency-

first hypothesis (see Table 1, bottom; Fig. 2, right). With respect to representational

competencies, we found that students in the fluency-first condition made marginally more

errors on sense-making activities during the learning phase, which contradicts prediction

1b. We found no differences between conditions on the sense-making posttest, which does

not confirm prediction 2b. With respect to domain knowledge, the cued retrospective think-

alouds showed that students in the sense-making-first condition engaged in significantly

more conceptual reasoning about fractions, which contradicts prediction 3b. Further, stu-

dents in the sense-making-first condition showed marginally higher learning gains on the

fractions-knowledge posttest, which contradicts prediction 4b. Finally, the causal path

analysis showed that the increase of students’ errors on sense-making activities in the

fluency-first condition statistically mediated the marginal disadvantage of the fluency-first

condition on the fractions knowledge posttest, which contradicts the prediction 5b.

In sum, our results provide full or partial support for each of the predictions made by the

sense-making-first hypothesis. By contrast, our results stand in contrast to all predictions

made by the fluency-first hypothesis.

Interactions among sense-making activities and fluency-building activities

Why might sense-making activities enhance students’ benefit from subsequent fluency-

building activities? Results from the causal path analysis provide insights into the nature of

this relationship. Students who start with sense-making activities make fewer errors on

fluency-building activities. This finding indicates that sense-making activities seem to

prepare students’ learning from fluency-building activities. Sense-making competencies

may be necessary for students’ benefit from fluency-building activities because they equip

students with the knowledge necessary to identify conceptually relevant perceptual fea-

tures. Without sense-making competencies, students may have to induce which perceptual

features are relevant when asked to fluently make connections among multiple GRs; and

they may (at best) be inefficient at accomplishing this task or (at worst) infer incorrect

mappings.

Why might working on fluency-building activities first reduce students’ ability to learn

from subsequent sense-making activities? This finding came somewhat as a surprise

because it was not predicted by the sense-making-first hypothesis while contradicting the

fluency-first hypothesis, which states that fluency would enhance rather than impede stu-

dents’ acquisition of sense-making competencies. Hence, our results seem to extend the

sense-making-first hypothesis by indicating that there are potential costs associated of

acquiring perceptual fluency without having the prerequisite sense-making competencies.
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It may be that working on fluency-building activities ‘‘primes’’ students to rely on per-

ceptual features rather than to make sense of connections, perhaps creating an ‘‘illusion of

knowing’’ (Glenberg et al. 1982) that makes them ‘‘careless’’ as they solve sense-making

activities. This interpretation is in line with the concern that students who are overly

influenced by the perceptual features of a representation may not pay attention to the

conceptually relevant aspects of a representation, even though this is crucial to their

learning of domain knowledge (Bieda and Nathan 2009). Providing students with fluency-

building activities too early might encourage superficial strategies that impede learning

from sense-making activities. The process by which students become perceptually fluent

might be perceptual chunking: rather than perceiving each feature of a GR (e.g., colored

sections in a circle show the numerator and total sections show the denominator), students

may treat the entire GR as a single perceptual chunk (e.g., the proportion of the area in a

circle that is colored). The acquisition of perceptual chunks (through fluency processes)

might hinder students’ acquisition of fine-grained chunks in sense-making activities.

Having a perceptual chunk might allow the student to ‘‘bypass’’ learning of which feature

in a given GR depicts a certain concept. For example, a student might rely on the pro-

portion shown in a circle representation, without learning how numerator and denominator

are depicted. Because both sense-making competencies and fluency are important aspects

of learning the domain knowledge (Rau et al. 2016b), students who can ‘‘bypass’’ sense-

making processes are at a disadvantage.

Contributions to prior research

It is important to note that our findings leave some room for doubt. We found differences

on error rates only for some of the Fractions Tutor units. Furthermore, we found only a

marginally significant difference between conditions on the fractions knowledge posttest.

This may be due to the relatively short intervention with only two units of the Fractions

Tutor, lasting about 1 h. Further research, possibly with a more comprehensive interven-

tion, is necessary to support our thus far tentative conclusions.

Yet, our research makes several contributions to the extant literature on learning with

multiple representations. To the best of our knowledge, the sense-making-first and fluency-

first hypotheses have not been empirically tested in the context of learning with multiple

representations because prior research has focused either only on sense-making activities

or only on fluency-building activities. Given that our findings support the sense-making-

first hypothesis (see Fig. 2, left), they support the commonly held assumption that students

acquire sense-making competencies before fluency. At a practical level, this assumption

implies that instruction should provide sense-making activities before fluency-building

activities. Our results support this practice.

This finding extends prior research that has focused only on sense-making competen-

cies, without taking perceptual fluency into account (e.g., Ainsworth 2006; Bodemer and

Faust 2006; Schnotz 2005, 2014; Seufert 2003). Our findings suggest that sense-making

activities not only support students’ learning of domain knowledge, but also enhance

students’ ability to acquire other representational competencies that also play an important

role in students’ learning of domain knowledge. Hence, interventions for coherence for-

mation (Seufert 2003), interventions that emphasize correspondences and complementary

functions of multiple representations (Ainsworth 2006), and interventions that help stu-

dents integrate information from different representations (Bodemer and Faust 2006;

Schnotz 2005, 2014) may not only enhance students’ acquisition of sense-making
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competencies and domain knowledge, but they may also enhance students’ learning of

perceptual fluency.

Our findings also extend prior research on perceptual fluency (e.g., Kellman et al. 2009),

which had not yet tested whether sense-making competencies are a prerequisite for stu-

dents’ benefit from fluency-building activities. Our results suggest potential boundary

conditions for the effectiveness of fluency-building activities; they may only help students

learn domain knowledge if students have prerequisite sense-making competencies. Hence,

Kellman’s fluency-building activities may have been only effective because students had

received prior instruction on sense-making competencies. Finally, the fact that we

implemented support for sense-making processes and fluency processes in learning

activities in which students solved domain-relevant problems contributes to research on the

representation dilemma. The representation dilemma describes the conundrum that stu-

dents have to learn about GRs (e.g., how to make connections among GRs) concurrently

with learning domain knowledge from the GRs. Our results illustrate that carefully

designed support for representational competencies can be overlaid with learning activities

that focus on domain knowledge. This type of support helps students acquire representa-

tional competencies while they acquire domain knowledge.

Conclusion

Overall, our results support several of the specific predictions made by the sense-making-

first hypothesis. By contrast, they provide no evidence to support the fluency-first

hypothesis. Thus, our findings suggest that the interplay among sense-making competen-

cies and perceptual fluency is not mutual: sense-making competencies enhance the

acquisition of fluency, but fluency may prevent students from engaging in productive

sense-making processes that lead to the acquisition of sense-making competencies. Further

research pending, we may conclude that, to enhance learning of domain knowledge,

instruction should provide students with sense-making activities before fluency-building

activities. This recommendation is in line with what educational practice guides implicitly

advocate by requiring sense-making competencies earlier than fluency with representations

(NCTM 2006; Siegler et al. 2010). Given that not all predictions by the sense-making-first

hypothesis were confirmed, our conclusions remain somewhat tentative and should be

replicated. Hence, we hope that our findings inspire more research to investigate whether,

indeed, sense-making competencies prepares students to acquire perceptual fluency.

Because representational competencies are critical to students’ learning of domain

knowledge and because many STEM domains employ multiple GRs to emphasize com-

plementary aspects of the domain knowledge, such research will likely have broad impact

in many domains.
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